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ABSTRACT: Pulsed discharge plasma produced in a gas/liquid environment has attracted much attention because of its low energy
requirement and the generation of various radical species with high reactivity. In our previous work, a slug flow system was
developed to produce gas/liquid plasma under atmospheric pressure, generating continuous bubbles and stable gas−liquid interfaces.
Currently, meaningful results have also been obtained in the field of plasma under high-pressure conditions. Therefore, in this study,
a slug flow system using gas/liquid discharge plasma was implemented under pressurized argon. The system pressure was controlled
from 0.1 (atmospheric pressure) to 0.4 MPa, and the effect of pressure on the system was investigated. This system was also applied
to the decomposition of methylene blue. The chemical reactivity was studied, and the energy of the system was calculated. The
results showed that as the system pressure increased, the decomposition rate of methylene blue decreased, while the concentration of
the total oxidation species increased. This can be explained by a decrease in the energy available for methylene blue decomposition
owing to the steady input energy and increasing energy loss.

1. INTRODUCTION

Cold plasma technology has gained immense attention because
of its environmentally friendly advantages, simplicity, effective-
ness, and cost-effectiveness.1,2 Discharge plasma is usually easier
to generate in a gas medium than in a liquid medium.3

Furthermore, lower energy and operating cost are required to
produce plasma in a gas/liquid environment than as a direct
discharge in a liquid.4 In addition, the gas−liquid interface
surface area is large, making it highly effective for gaseous species
to diffuse inside the liquid.5 When high-voltage electrons are
introduced into a gas/liquid environment, gas molecules or
atoms are ionized first to form initial radicals. Then, the
generated radicals make contact and react with molecules in the
liquid medium via the gas/liquid interface, leading to the
generation of various radical species with high reactivity in the
liquid phase.6−8 Based on the above advantages, gas/liquid
discharge plasma has been applied in various fields, including
dye treatment,9,10 degradation of pharmaceutical com-
pounds,11,12 and synthesis of nanomaterials.13

Common methods to produce plasma in gas/liquid environ-
ments are to locate the electrode above the liquid surface or to
immerse the electrode in the liquid.14,15 The metal/metal ions
vaporized from the electrode can be introduced into the liquid
phase, leading to the contamination of the system. In
conventional gas/liquid interface plasma reactions,16,17 gas is
introduced from the bottom of the tank and floated due to
buoyancy, and plasma is generated inside the bubbles. These
bubbles deform, coalesce to become larger, break up to become
smaller, or move erratically providing a very nonuniform plasma
reaction field. In addition, the treatment capacity is also limited
by the tank reactor. To solve the above problem, we proposed a
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slug flow plasma reaction system that provides a very uniform
plasma reaction field as the bubbles are not deformed and move
regularly.18 The slug flow plasma reaction method consisted of a
continuous alternating flow of gas and feed solution through a
capillary glass tube with copper electrodes on the outside. Stable
plasma was produced when uniform bubbles flowed through the
electrodes at a high voltage. This system provides an easy,
continuous, and environmentally friendly process and has been
applied successfully for the decomposition of methyl blue19 and
synthesis of silver nanoparticles20 and cerium dioxide nano-
particles.21 However, this system has only been applied under
atmospheric pressure.
Research on plasma under higher pressure is relatively rare,

but meaningful results have been obtained in this reaction field.
Sasaki et al.22 reported that the electron temperature increased
with the increase in discharge pressure in microwave helium
plasma. One of the reasons for this is the production of electrons
with medium energy through heavy particle collisions at a high
gas pressure. Hayashi et al.23 reported that after applying high-
voltage discharge plasma in a gas/liquid environment with a
copper rod as an electrode, carbon solid materials were only
generated under high-pressure conditions. Furthermore,
Wahyudiono et al.24 reported that the conversion rate of pyrrole
increased with increasing reaction pressure. This may be due to
the high voltage required for the gas breakdown under higher-
pressure conditions, which led to higher energy on plasma
generation, and as the pressure increased, dissolution of gas and
active species in the liquid phase also increased. Therefore, it
suggests that reactions in the plasma fields may be more active
under higher-pressure conditions. Hence, it is worth investigat-
ing the gas/liquid plasma system under high pressure. However,
new challenges have arisen due to the high voltage requirement
for gas breakdown and difficulty inmaintaining discharge plasma
under high-pressure conditions.
In this study, we implemented a slug flow system using gas/

liquid discharge plasma under pressurized argon by combining
slug flow plasma technology with high-pressure plasma
technology. Further insight into the chemical reactivity and
energy calculations of the system was also gained. Additionally,
this system was applied for the decomposition of methylene
blue. Methylene blue is a pollutant commonly present in textile
wastewater, causing severe environmental and health prob-
lems.25 This chemical is difficult to degrade by traditional
treatments because of its complex and stable structure.26 As an
advanced oxidation process, plasma technologies have shown
specific advantages in the in situ generation of strong oxidants
and the absence of byproducts.27

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Materials. Methylene blue (C16H18N3SCl), sodium

chloride (NaCl, 99.5%), potassium iodide (KI, 99.5%), sodium
thiosulfate pentahydrate (Na2S2SO3•5H2O), starch (product
no.191-03985), and distilled water (product no. 049-16787)
were purchased from Wako Pure Chemical Industries, Ltd.,
Osaka, Japan. Argon (purity >99.99%)was purchased from Sogo
Kariya Sanso, Inc., Nagoya, Japan. All chemicals used in this
study were used as received without further purification.
2.2. Experimental Methods. Figure 1 shows a schematic of

the slug flow system with pulsed discharge plasma under
pressurized argon. A straight capillary glass tube (300 mm × 2.0
mm i.d., Fujirika Kogyo Co., FPT-300, Osaka, Japan) was used
as the slug flow reactor. Bubbles and gas/liquid interfaces were
generated by flowing gas and feed solution through a T-type

junction (SS-200-3, Swagelok) simultaneously. The flow rates of
the gas and feed solution were controlled using a metering valve
and a high-performance liquid chromatography solution pump
(LC-10AD, Shimadzu Co., Kyoto, Japan), respectively. Copper
(Cu) sheets of 1 cm width were attached to the outer capillary
glass tube as electrodes. Seven electrodes, including four high-
voltage electrodes and three ground electrodes, were arranged.
The distance between the adjacent electrodes was approximately
25 mm.
Similar to the system under atmospheric pressure, compo-

nents for controlling and observing the system pressure were
added. The system pressure was varied from 0.1 MPa
(atmosphere) to 0.4 MPa by a back pressure valve and could
be observed by a pressure meter. The feed solution was flowed
into the system by a solution pump, while argon gas was
introduced from the stop valve. The inlet pressure was
controlled by a cylinder pressure valve. A high voltage of 11
kV was introduced into the system using an AC pulse supply
(TE-HVP1510K300-NP, Tamaoki Electronics Co., Ltd.,
Kawaguchi, Japan). A 15 mg/L methylene blue solution was
used as the feed solution, and sodium chloride was added to
provide a conductivity of approximately 1 mS/cm. The flow
rates of the feed solution and argon gas were approximately 1.5
and 1.3 mL/min. At higher pressures, the gas density increased
in proportion to the pressure. The residence time of plasma-state
bubbles was controlled to be similar by adjusting the flow rate of
argon under different pressures, which was approximately 20 s.
Products were taken after operating the process for at least 30
min to make the plasma generation stable, and each sample
contained a minimum of 15 mL.

2.3. Analysis Methods.Cold plasma is characterized by the
fact that the temperature of heavy species is close to room
temperature,28 which is one of its advantages. Hence, the
thermal temperature of the slug flow plasma reaction field under
high pressure was measured using a compact thermal imaging
camera (FLIR C3-X, Teledyne FLIR LLC, Wilsonville, USA).
The feed solution and products after plasma treatment with

methylene blue were characterized using an ultraviolet−visible
spectrophotometer (UV−vis; V-550, Jasco Corporation, Japan).
The dye decomposition rates were calculated using the
characteristic peak of methylene blue at approximately 664
nm,29,30 and the intensity of the peak was directly proportional
to its concentration. The decomposition rates can be calculated
using eq 1 by applying the ratio of peak intensities of the feed
solution and products.

Figure 1. Apparatus of the slug flow system with pulsed discharge
plasma under pressurized conditions.
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where Ap and Af are the peak intensities of the products under
different pressures and feed solution at 664 nm, respectively.
The optical emission spectra were measured approximately 1

cm above the middle of the capillary glass tube. The spectra were
observed as plasma-state bubbles that flowed through the
detector. Water andmethylene blue aqueous solution with NaCl
for providing conductivity was used as feed solution under 0.1
and 0.3 MPa, respectively. To measure the energy input, the
voltage and current of the system were observed using an
oscilloscope (TDS2024C, Tektronix Inc., OR, USA). A high-
resolution optical fiber spectrometer linked to a computer
running OPwave+ and an HR4000 (Ocean Insight, Tokyo,
Japan) for the optical emission spectral analysis were also used.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Thermal Temperature of the Slug Flow Plasma

System. The highest reactor temperature, approximately 41 °C
under 0.4 and 0.1 MPa, was observed by a thermal imaging
camera (Figure 2), which was slightly higher than room

temperature. This indicated that even under high pressure, the
system temperature was acceptably cold, and the pressure had
no significant effect on the system temperature.
3.2. Dye Decomposition Rate of Methylene Blue.

Initially, a slug flow reactor with three electrodes, including two
ground electrodes and one high-voltage electrode (Figure 3a),
was applied to this system. The dye decomposition rates of
methylene blue under different pressures are listed in Table 1
fromwhich it can be observed that the rates were low. According
to our previous study,21 the concentration of reactive species
generated by plasma increases with an increase in the number of
electrodes. Therefore, the number of electrodes was increased to
seven, including three ground electrodes and four high-voltage
electrodes (Figure 3b). The UV−vis spectra of the feed solution
and products after plasma treatment using seven electrodes
under different pressures are shown in Figure 4. As shown in
Table 2, there was a significant increase in the methylene blue
dye decomposition rate. Hence, the reactor with seven
electrodes was used in all subsequent experiments.
According to the results in Tables 1 and 2, the decomposition

rate of methylene blue decreased as pressure increased, which
was inconsistent with our expectations. To gain further insight

into the chemical reactivity of this system under pressurized
argon, the reactive species generated by plasma were
qualitatively and quantitatively analyzed, and the input energy
was calculated. The reasons for the inconsistent result have been
analyzed in a later section.

3.3. Reactive Species. 3.3.1. Qualitative Analysis. In the
gas/liquid plasma system, various radical species and molecules
with high reactivity were generated. High-voltage electrons
accelerated in a high local electric field and ionized gasmolecules
or atoms to form initial radicals when pulsed discharge plasma
was introduced into the system.31 The generated radicals then
made contact with the water interface and reacted with the water
molecules.32 More types of radical species and molecules were

Figure 2. Thermal images and visible images of the system under (a)
0.4 MPa and (b) 0.1 MPa.

Figure 3. Slug flow reactors with (a) three (two ground and one high-
voltage) electrodes and (b) seven (three ground and four high-voltage)
electrodes.

Table 1. Decomposition Rate of Methylene Blue with Three
Electrodes

pressure/MPa electrode number decomposition rate/%

0.1 3 20.25
0.2 3 13.72
0.3 3 9.95

Figure 4. UV−vis spectra of solution and products under different
pressures with seven electrodes.

Table 2. Decomposition Rate of Methylene Blue with Seven
Electrodes

pressure/MPa electrode number decomposition rate/%

0.1 7 48.42
0.2 7 32.36
0.3 7 28.57
0.4 7 19.89
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generated, including hydrogen radicals and hydroxyl radi-
cals33,34 that played an important role in subsequent reactions.
As shown in Figure 5, there was no significant change in the

types of reactive species with increasing pressure. The presence

of argon atomic system lines,35 hydroxyl radicals,36 and
hydrogen radicals37 was revealed under all conditions. However,
their relative peak intensities were different. The peak intensities
of OH· and H· increased compared to that of Ar· radicals,
indicating the increase in the relative concentration of OH· and
H· radicals with the increase in system pressure. This implies that
higher pressure may be favorable for the generation and reaction
of free radicals in this system. This result is verified by
quantitative analysis in the next section.
3.3.2. Quantitative Analysis. In the gas/liquid plasma

system, ionized Ar· radicals reacted with water molecules to
generate OH· and H· radicals. OH· radicals continued to
combine to form powerful oxidants, including oxygen, hydrogen
peroxide, and ozone.38−40 Therefore, the concentration of
reactive species in the system could be determined in terms of
the total oxidation species through iodimetry. The results for the
concentration of total oxidation species under different
pressures are shown in Table 3.

As shown in Table 3, the concentration of total oxidation
species increased as the system pressure increased, which is
consistent with the results of the optical emission spectra. This
indicated that the pressurized conditions were beneficial for the
generation of radical species in this system. The generation
processes of oxidation species are shown in reactions
R1R2R3R4R5R6.19,32,33 As the pressure increased and more
argon was introduced into the system, the probability of
collisions between electrons and argon atoms increased. More
argon atoms were ionized, leading to the increase in the
generated Ar· radicals, as shown in reaction R1. Meanwhile, the
density of the feed solution also increased, resulting in an

increase in the number of water molecules that came in contact
and reacted with the increased number of initial Ar· radical
species. This improved the reactions to produce more OH· and
H· radicals, as shown in reaction R2. The increase in the
generated OH· radicals also led to an increase in the
concentration of oxidants that were further generated, as
shown in reactions R3R4R5R6. Jiang et al.41 found that more
reactive species were generated with increasing gas velocity
because more gas molecules were broken down by energetic
electrons within the same time span. Wu et al.42 also reported
that the ozone generation rate increased with an increase in the
air flow rate in a dielectric barrier discharge plasma system,
which was also due to the promoted collision between electrons
and gas molecules. In addition, plasma generated in the argon
phase near the gas/liquid interface then produced radical species
dissolved and reacted in the liquid phase. As the system pressure
and gas density increased, solubility of argon and generated
active species in the liquid increased, which was also beneficial
for the subsequent reactions.

+ → +·Ar e Ar e (R1)

+ → + +· · · ·H O Ar OH H Ar2 (R2)

+ →· ·OH OH H O2 2 (R3)

+ → +· ·OH OH H O O2 (R4)

+ → +· ·O OH O H2 (R5)

+ →O O O2 3 (R6)

Theoretically, oxidation species are dominant in the
decomposition of methylene blue. Therefore, the dye
decomposition rate of methylene blue is expected to increase
with the increase in the concentration of the total oxidation
species. However, the results showed that as the system pressure
increased, the decomposition rate of methylene blue decreased.
Hence, an explanation through energy calculation was
attempted.

3.4. Energy Calculation. According to Paschen’s law,43

when the gas pressure continues to increase above a specific
value, the required breakdown voltage increases. Initially, a high
voltage of 10 kV was introduced into the system, but the plasma
was difficult to generate and unstable with increasing pressure.
Hence, the input voltage under different system pressures was
supplied at a uniform 11 kV to maintain a single variable. The
voltage discharge waveforms and current discharge waveforms
are shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively, based on which the
input energy could also be calculated.

Figure 5. Optical emission spectrum from pulsed discharge plasma at
0.1 and 0.3 MPa.

Table 3. Concentration of Total Oxidation Species under
Different Pressures

pressure/MPa c [oxidization species]/mM

0.1 0.12
0.2 0.21
0.3 0.25
0.4 0.29

Figure 6. Voltage discharge waveforms under different pressures.
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Regarding the pulsed discharge plasma supply, the pulse
energy is calculated by the time integration of the voltage and
current of the plasma reactor (eq R2). The discharge energy is
the product of the pulse energy and pulse frequency44 (eq R3).
Combined with the data on dye decomposition rates calculated
in previous sections, energy efficiency can be calculated45 (eq
R4). The calculated results are listed in Table 4.

∫= ×V t I t tPulse energy ( ) ( )d (J/pulse)
(2)

= ×discharge energy pulse energy pulse frequency (J/s)
(3)

=
× × ×C g L Q L h

energy efficiency

( / ) ( / ) decomposition rate (%)

discharge energy (kW)
0

1
100

(4)

whereC0 andQ are the concentration and flow rate of methylene
blue, respectively.
As Table 4 shows, the input energy was maintained at a steady

state and did not change significantly with increasing system
pressure, and the energy efficiency of methylene blue
decomposition decreased. Decomposition of methylene blue
occurs mainly due to ring-breaking reactions that generate small
molecular compounds.11 Theoretically, as the system pressure
increases, the distribution density of the gas molecules or atoms
increases, resulting in an increase in collisions between the
electrons and gas molecules or atoms. Excitation or ionization of
molecules or atoms caused by inelastic collisions is promoted
and more reactive species are generated, leading to increased
collisional energy loss.46 In addition, when high-voltage

discharge plasma was introduced into the gas/liquid environ-
ment, physical effects, including shock wave generation, UV
radiation, and strong electrical field, were also observed.33,47,48

Under high-pressure conditions, the emission intensity of the
pulsed discharge plasma was high,4 which may have also
increased the energy loss. Meanwhile, because water demon-
strates high absorption in the vacuum UV region, direct
photooxidation of a dye in water was very limited.49 This result
indicated that the enhanced UV also had no significant effect on
the decomposition of methylene blue.
Total input energies remaining constant, the energy loss

increased with increasing system pressure, resulting in a decrease
in the energy available for the decomposition of methylene blue.
Feng et al.50 reported that the degradation efficiency of diuron
increased as the input power intensity increased. Wang et al.51

also reported that the removal rate of acid orange increased with
the increase in energy acting to degrade organic compounds in
water. Therefore, the decrease in the methylene blue
decomposition rate may be due to the limited energy available
under high-pressure conditions.

4. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, a slug flow system using a gas/liquid pulsed
discharge plasma was successfully implemented under pressur-
ized argon, providing a novel reaction field. The chemical
reactivity of this system under high-pressure conditions was also
investigated for further insights. The main findings of the study
are as follows:

1. The slug flow system provided a continuous reaction field
in the gas/liquid discharge plasma environment under
high-pressure conditions. When the systemwas applied to
the decomposition of methylene blue, the dye decom-
position rate decreased with increasing system pressure.

2. Qualitative and quantitative analyses of reactive species
generated in the system were conducted. The results
showed that the concentration of total oxidation species
increased as the system pressure increased.

3. The input energy was calculated and maintained at a
steady state under different pressure conditions. When
the energy loss increased with the system pressure, the
energy available for methylene blue decomposition was
limited, leading to a decrease in the decomposition rate.

With the input energy remaining constant, methylene blue
decomposition via the slug flow system became less effective
under high-pressure conditions. However, a high concentration
of total oxidation species was detected, demonstrating the
system’s potential for application in other reactions. There is
also a possibility of higher efficiency when increasing the input
energy, which needs to be studied further.
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